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If you are actually in the process of recycling cartridges go, there may be some ambiguity.Well it is
not so difficult, you just have to follow the sequence of steps precisely. At first step, simply open the
open the printer and remove the empty toner. Now, the next step is to open your new toner you find
your new toner cartridge and plastic-wrapped papers, including a shipping label. After the opening
of the new laser toner, just place it into the printer and close the door of the printer. On 4 Step, wrap
the old money roll in plastic packaging that your new money instead of rolling. And insert it into the
box, instead of the new roll of money. On 5 Step, seal the box properly with tape. Now the empty
toner return for the company with the shipping label that came in the laser toner box, which you
have previously saved from the packaging of the new toner.

The most common practice of recycling toner cartage. Usually it happens that people use toner
cartage and throw them in the garbage if they have problems in one of its parts. This process not
only leads to wastage of resources, but also adds to the environment. Most toner cartridges can be
reused or recycled. In addition, the re-manufacturing process used for laser cartridges almost 50
percent less oil. Laser toner cartage Recycling is not only very economical and cost effective but
also environmentally friendly. Some companies do this as a charity and training on recycling toner
cartage.

You can follow some marketing tips to your company's profitability of printer cartridge recycling
increase.

â€¢ Use the Internet as a marketing tool. Send e-mails you explain your program.

â€¢ Provide brochures for visitors to take home.

â€¢ when you reach with your message in a cost efficient way, you create a campaign Web site or a
web page on your existing site.

â€¢ Put up posters at popular places in the community.

â€¢ The promise of some kind of recognition or award to the successful recycling of individuals or
teams

These steps will help you a lot to catch the attention of potential customers. As technology has
provided you the opportunity to communicate your message with your customers ground level with
very little cost and in a short time. Recycling printer cartridges will help you to earn money from
empty ink cartridges and TONER and the environment at the same time. This business requires low
initial investment and you can enjoy special tax breaks from the state in the conduct of such
business-friendly environment.
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